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Military courtesy and discipline reflection

Military customs as a whole refer to accepted traditions that form part of military practice and the rules and standards of military operations. Customs in military branches stipulate how military personnel themselves are supposed to be in a different position. These well-established traditions have proved appropriate and
point to the correct courses of action taken by all military personnel, including the army, navy and air force. Military customs were defined as acts of courtesy and discipline when dealing with other persons, including military personnel and civilians. These customs have evolved over many years, dating back to ancient
times involving military actions between tribal groups, ethnic communities, States and nations. They have gone on to play a key role in generating morale, discipline, teamwork and the intense effectiveness of the army's mission. This broader perspective goes beyond the basic conception of the consequences associated
with military courtesy and discipline, from building discipline and respect among military personnel. Customs in the army, like all military teams, refer to accepted traditions practiced over time, ensuring proper respect for existing command chains as well as building the foundations of personal self-discipline between and
between soldiers. Military discipline includes training to gradually develop competency attributes in recruits as well as military personnel and women. It refers to training, teaching, physical and mental exercise that promotes the development of self-control, personality, effectiveness and other appropriate values within the
military. Through these training programs, soldiers are directed to follow orders from their superiors and obey established command chains. Discipline is taught to ensure the growth and maturity of soldiers when exposed to the skills and knowledge required by the nature of their positions and responsibilities. As personal
discipline is seen as an essential feature of success in life, military discipline is indispensable within the military. It also indicates the state of order and organization that pervades the army. One has always emphasized discipline in this various aspects including time-saving and planning when it comes to dealing with
military personnel; whether it is a relative, a friend or a business partner. Word number difference + 1st time for our great 25% discipline is a valuable virtue within the military as it is a normal civil society outside the scope of military organizations. It is not the exclusive domain of the army (although the army has a great
focus on this virtue), nor is it alien to civil society. In fact, the business organization has tightened discipline in the conduct of its employees and As a necessity to achieve their financial goals and objectives, and a proven virtue that will ensure improved staff performance. It is however begun at the personal level. Military
discipline in essence assures soldiers to acquire a sound concept and a sense of discipline through training programs based on military customs and traditions. At the same level, military discipline determines the regulations involved in the exercise of the army. These general army regulations, rules and principles ensure
that army soldiers obey the orders of the elderly and army rules. In cases of disobedience, one faces the possibility of imposing sanctions when orders are not clearly followed as ordered or rightly disobeyed. How to achieve great discipline? Real discipline is achieved in the men's army after rigorous training and various
forms of exercise. This is reflected in mature and incapable obedience to military orders at all times, even in the absence of supervision. Proper military discipline ensures that soldiers obey and maintain their loyalty to their army, starting with their communities and units; increase effectiveness when carrying out specific
orders or duties as well as addressing emergencies. Signs of military discipline are shown in a number of ways. One can clearly see the intelligent and elegant nature of the salutearmy along with the proper wear of uniforms and other uniforms worn by the army. This is a special quality especially in army movies. Another
manifestation of genuine military discipline is the immediate response in emergencies and the conduct of specific actions in a systematic manner. The principles of military discipline dictate that military officers set examples worthy of matching by others, both inside and outside the military. They point to the fact that any
disciplined soldier in the army will be respected and recognized for the way he and his or herself are carrying out their duties. Effective military discipline also determines an effective modus operandi in the leadership of subordinates by the elderly. For example, a unit officer is supposed to issue orders in public, while all
forms of reprimand are carried out in private. Furthermore, military discipline indicates that all officers should be loyal to their men, genuinely care for their well-being and restrict that their rights and privileges are properly granted. All military customs have their goal, which they serve for the benefit of the entire army and its
personnel, and to ensure its success. Military discipline generates consistency and cooperation towards the common objectives set by the army, where various individuals gradually understand how to integrate into the military organization. It also enables military personnel to understand each other's role and
responsibility in a complete scheme of things, and to further ensure the effectiveness of in the face of their duties. A vital aspect of military discipline is the response to emergencies, where it promotes automatic responses and chain actions without any form of anxiety and panic during terrible emergencies. Military
courtesy: The definition of military courtesy simply refers to the display of good manners and appropriate behavior politely defined when dealing with other people, other soldiers and presidents. It is essentially part of military discipline. The mutual respect between army soldiers of the same rank, in the same unit,
subordinates and other officers is conveyed by courtesy. Moreover, this expression and appearance of consideration extends to other soldiers. This can be in any environment and situation. Courtesy is displayed at all times and should essentially ensure that the relationship or behavior of the participating soldiers
promotes a good relationship between them. Moreover, it ensures all members of certain army units grow together as a team with feelings of loyalty connecting each member to a unit, its leaders and subordinates. 12. An important aspect of the army's operations, which ensures greater chances of success in covert tasks
and operations, is the extent to which the team is linked within its units. In general, efficiency and effectiveness are achieved through loyalty, which is achieved in essence through military courtesy. Military courtesy is displayed in a variety of ways. This includes greetings and references among different army officers and
their greetings, as well as public recognition of their exemplary performance in their duties. Perhaps the most famous of the military salutes are courtesy in the army. It is a polite confession and confession of other members of the armed forces, particularly deserving military officers. It is also military customs to revive
other foreign military actors. Half-hearted greetings or neglect are generally considered unpolite. Military courtesy also defines greetings between comrades of the same rank and subordinates and their superiors. It also demonstrates the reverence of power that comes mainly from discipline. For example, army soldiers
are supposed to remove the headscarf when summoned to the offices of their superiors. Similar to all military customs, courtesy generally guarantees smooth operations within the army as a result of strengthening relations between military personnel.   No inspiration to write your article? Requesting technical assistance
this article has multiple problems. Please help improve them or discuss these issues on the talk page. (Learn how to remove these template messages and when) this article needs additional citations to verify. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. It may be non-source materials And
remove them. Searching for sources: Military Courtesy - News · Newspapers · Books · World · JSTOR (January 2011) (learn how and when to remove this template message) examples and perspective in this article primarily deal with the United States and do not represent a worldwide view of the subject. You can
improve this article, discuss the problem on the talk page, or create a new article, as appropriate. (October 2012) (Learn how to remove this template message and when) (Learn how to remove this template message and when) military courtesy is one of the hallmarks of professional military power. Courtesy constitutes a
strict and sometimes elaborate code of conduct. Admiral Jay Johnson and Admiral Vern Clarke of the U.S. Navy greet each other during the leadership change ceremony. Clark comforts Johnson as head of naval operations military courtesy is an extension and formalization of the compliments exercised in the daily life
of culture. It aims to strengthen discipline and chain of command by determining how soldiers treat their superiors and vice versa. They are also believed to promote the esprit de legion. Some military courtesy includes the correct title forms (sir, madam and mister) and when each should be used; greetings, the relevant
concept of standing in interest, but proper wearing of military headgear; invalidation; and rules of conduct in various ceremonies. Details can vary depending on the individual's rank, location and circumstances. A military funeral, for example, requires more rigorous etiquette than on a normal day. Courtesy is sometimes
relaxed under battlefield conditions; Officers may discourage salutes in combat zones to avoid making themselves a target for snipers. In fact in the USA as well as some Commonwealth countries, salutes are prohibited at home and in the field, so snipers are likely to choose the targets of officers who are watching the
salute. There are military customs with specific purposes. In the U.S. Navy, gearing is a practice gearing one against the self (wall) in an interesting position as a superior officer walks by. This practice arose because of the narrow lanes on ships. As officers may need to move quickly around the ship, the sailors will walk
away from the officer through readiness. The tradition has extended to the corridors and corridors of buildings (depending on the situation), which is mostly obeisance, but still serves a useful purpose on board ships (especially submarines). According to field manual 7-21.13 4.4, courtesy among members of the armed
forces is vital to maintaining military discipline. Military courtesy means good manners and politeness in dealing with others. Polite behavior provides a basis for the development of good human relationships. Discrimination between civilians and civilians The courtesy is that military courtesy has evolved in a military
atmosphere and has become an integral part of the service in uniform. Military courtesy has been established, over the years, to establish and maintain the order and structure that is the backbone of the army. Paramilitary organizations can also adopt military courtesy. See also the full military outfit dress dress messy
dress uniform uniform read more by G. Kurt Piehler (July 24, 2013). Military courtesy. Encyclopedia of Military Sciences. SAGE publications. P. 863-864. Number 978-1-5063-1081-7. Oritha D. Schwartz (1988). Etiquette of service. Marine Institute Press. Your response is 978-0-87021-620-6. Retrieved from
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